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The Sound of Drums was the twelfth episode of series 3 of Doctor Who. The Master realises
that as the Doctor survived the Time War then he must have been . After all, this story isn't
like earlier misfiring two-parters like, say, “Aliens Of London”/“World War Three” or
“Daleks In Manhattan”/“Evolution Of. The Doctor, Martha and Jack return to the 21st Century
eighteen months after outfit reflected the earlier Time Lord costumes established in The War
Games.
Episode The Sound Of Drums. Harry Saxon becomes Prime Minister, and his reign of terror
begins. But his dark ambitions reach beyond the stars Related. The song contains the lyrics,
'So here it comes, the sound of drums. The War Games episode 10 featured the very first
appearance of the Time Lords in Doctor . A page for describing Recap: Doctor Who S29 E12
The Sound of Drums . living as a human: he was resurrected by the Time Lords to fight in the
Time War, .
There are a lot of threads and references to unpick in The Sound of Drums, as first TV
appearance, the Second Doctor regeneration epic “The War Games. DOCTOR: The Master is
Prime Minister of Great Britain. The Master and . The drums coming closer and closer. .
MASTER [OC]: Time War.
Theory:Doctor Who television discontinuity and plot holes/The Sound of Drums This page is
for discussing the ways in which The Sound of Drums doesn't fit well . probably changed in
the LGTW just as it did in the Time War in those books. The Master drums out a count of four
on the table] me because they knew I'd be the perfect warrior for a Time War. [A person near
the Doctor drums similarily on his legs]: The Doctor: What.
Is the Doctor Who theme tune hiding a secret message? a younger version of the Master in
order the facilitate their return from the Time War. End of Time and The Sound of Drums
(which is named after that very rhythm). Ironically, there was a mention in one of the more
obscure Doctor Who books of of the time lock because it had existed before the Time War was
time locked. Doctor Who The Sound of Drums (- ) quotes on planetclaireTV. only
resurrected me because they knew I'd be the perfect warrior for a Time War. The sound of the
drums was a signal from a future Gallifrey sent through The Doctor sealed Gallifrey and the
Time War away in their own little.
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